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              Members of the Wild Trout Trust 

 

 

Website: http://wwffg.t15.org/   
 

JUNE/JULY 2013 NEWSLETTER                                                                             
 

 

June 12th Guild Meeting  -   MASTER-CLASS FROM MARTIN 

Martin Cottis, our speaker, used to be a teacher. A school ‘master’ even then. 

He immediately sussed-out that the naughty boys sit at the back, spotlighting 

us as the potential trouble-makers straight away. But our call to attention was 

not needed. His presentation was special. A gem amidst a host of other 

scientific, jargonistic, technical and mystical baffle that sometimes gets thrown 

at us fishermen wanting to know more. The sister to the ‘Bull-S*** baffles 

brains’ thing is ‘Mystique muffles minds’. The definition of mystique being a 

little island that Princess Margaret used to…. ( my apologies; wrong Collins Gem 

entry )  an aura of mystery, power etc. Not so Martin’s presentation. This was 

plain, common-sense talk and reasoning.                                                                            

Simple and no frills; Martin argued that Observation, in itself, is key to angling 

success. And went on to tell us (or timely remind us) exactly why. Then 

appropriately adapting tactics to learn from this observation. A congregation of 

birds appearing over the water (think of swallows and swifts as one example, 

indicating a beneficial hatch of fly); perhaps hatched buzzer shucks sighted on 

the rippled surface, where before you had seen none. Spooning every fish 

(taken) to examine current diet. No pun intended. And yes there are noticeable 
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currents, even in still-water lakes. Think of the wind-lanes. Scanning and 

searching amidst the wave action for tell-tale ‘movement’ of fish. And then the 

vital use of dry-fly to draw these trout up. The correct presentation of the dry,  

note- not the use of nymphs and lures. Martin is a great advocate of this fly-

fishing method, arguing that the dry-fly is far more successful. He tries to fish 

dries at least 80% of the year, conditions allowing. He showed us the contents 

of his ‘work’ fly-boxes. This, a rare thing amongst professionals.  

So, nine feet leaders at most; and due attention to careful, quiet and accurate 

casting. Key things. De-greasing the co-polymer leader regularly. Perhaps 

conversely, not too much dressing of the fly itself (or flies; never more than 

two used at a time).                                                                                                        

Martin used to fish competitions but became perhaps too successful using his 

dries. He withdrew himself, thinking he had an unfair advantage over other 

competitors through fishing the Bristol waters so frequently. I mention this 

since we would, as enthusiastic amateurs, be rather unwise to heed some of the 

gems he disclosed to us that evening. It may not divert us from the usual (and 

comfortable) way we fish the fly. But if on occasions we think on his words, it 

could, maybe, start us on a whole new adventurous avenue in our favourite and 

cherished past-time.  

In signing off, this was a rare insight into a top fly fisherman’s world. I for one 

greatly appreciated the presentation. Martin you are a gentleman, and now a 

registered Guru.                                                                                  Courteney 

 

Next Guild Meeting July 10th – A Field Day at Fullingbridge -  covered on the 

next page… 

 

Please Note ; The next Hotel Guild Meeting is scheduled for Wednesday 

11th September 2013. 
 

A Reminder…… 

Andy has arranged a fun Coarse Fishing Day on  Sunday June 30th. e-mail Andy 

for all details,  wwffg.membership@gmail.com   It will be interesting to see 

what fish and in what numbers are caught on the day!  

mailto:wwffg.membership@gmail.com
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FULLINGBRIDGE FARM

 

Gerry and John at Fullingbridge Farm Lake, near Westbury 

One of our most popular outings of the year, enjoying fishing on a pleasant lake 

and joining your mates for a barbeque. 

For the benefit of our newer Members; instead of our usual monthly meeting at 

the hotel, Wednesday 10th July takes us to Fullingbridge to enjoy fishing the 

lake and having a free barbeque, paid for by the Guild. 

Our ‘meeting’ starts off from 3:00pm, barbeque at 6:30pm or when the ‘goose-

caller’ sounds. We pack up at 9:00pm. 

We can keep the first 2 trout caught, then it’s ‘catch and release’ on barbless 

hooks, gently returning the fish. 

The charge for the fishing is £15 and if you would like to join a ‘sweep’ for an 

extra £2, the heaviest trout of the first two fish caught will scoop a cash prize. 

Half the sweep money will go to club funds.  

Please bring a chair for seating at the barbeque. Let’s hope the day will be fair 

and clement!  It would be great to see you. 
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Directions – From Trowbridge take A350 from Yarnbrook towards 

Westbury….pass N.T. Heywood House on the left. After a few hundred yards 

take the next sharp turning left, – opposite a lay-by, – then ¾ of a mile down 

this lane (Capps Lane) find Fullingbridge Farm, Lake entrance on the left before 

farm yard gate. 

For Sat. Nav. Users: BA13 4NB. 

********** 

http://wwffg.t15.org/ WWFFG WEBSITE   Username:wwffglogin                      

Password: nicetrout 

A few changes to our site  - a new page has been added for the ‘Decade 

Booklets.’ At present it shows the 2nd Decade Booklet. Hopefully soon the 1st 

Decade Booklet will also be added. 

Andy has now printed the Ordinance Survey Maps of the Devon Rivers Mole 

and Yeo and these  have now been added to the ‘Mole & Yeo’ page. 

Why not visit our online site and ‘tickle a few trout’!? 

For the Diary….                                                                                                       

Sunday 9th September – Brian and Ruth Thornton have again kindly invited all 

Members to his farm for ‘An Archery Afternoon’ and Barbeque. 

“The idea for the day is that those attending provide their own food and liquid 

refreshment, the thing that is vital for me to know is how many will I need 

to provide cooking facilities for. I have a double bank of drum BBQs which I 

can use singularly dependant on numbers, there was quite a crush last year, so if 

we could ‘space it out’ this year, it would be better. We have sufficient cutlery, 

crockery and glasses to cater for large numbers so there will be no need to 

bring your own.  

I would suggest Midday to arrive; I will light the coals early enough so that 

people can start their cooking soon after their arrival without having the local 

fire brigade on standby. Come along early and stay as long as you want. 

We have seating enough for 20, if numbers are above that then I would suggest 

that folding picnic chairs are easily transported in the boot of the car.  

I have arranged for two members of our Archery Club to be here to give 

instruction and guidance.  

Family members are very welcome but it is important that I have a rough idea 

of the numbers attending, so please let me know. It can be very frustrating 

trying to find a vacant bit of grill space”. 

My Address is: Moorshall Farm, Kington-StMichael, Chippenham 

and post code is SN14 6JX.”              E-mail:  moorshallfarm@btinternet.com        

http://wwffg.t15.org/
mailto:moorshallfarm@btinternet.com
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Take Advantage Of Trout Feeding Patterns                             

The movements created by rainbow trout when feeding are a great 

identifier of what they are feeding upon.  The challenge is the analysis of 

the rainbow trout's movement and identifying what the movement means. 

Amongst typical trout movements, we can study the following: 

1.   "slash," 

2.   "bulge," 

3.   "surface break,"  

4.   “kiss.”                                                           

Firstly, the "Slash" is one that will be 

heard by anglers regularly over the 

coming months and occurs during hatch 

time.  This is certainly an exciting point 

in time for fish. Those nice great big 

and tasty flies over the surface level of the water, offer exciting fishing 

for us.  Your fish will come across as playful, 'slashing' the stream once 

they realise that huge amounts of simple prey are being carried in their 

direction by the current. 

Secondly, The "Bulge"  

Frequently you may make out bulges 

'travelling' crosswise the stream (i.e. 

from bank to bank) or lake.  This shows 

that the fish are hunting for buzzers, 

frequently in middle water.  Be aware of 

the bigger bulges showing the 'origin' of 

the trout's location, and not the feeding zone.  Survey the bulges, look for 

directions of movement; one can be able to estimate the end place of the 
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trout's movement, and so draw an imaginary line between the 2  points, 

giving you your objective.                                                                        

When bulges are seen, exercise a buzzer trout fly or spider trout fly. In 

circumstances like this there are some great buzzers available from 

traditional patterns like Shipman’s Buzzers,  Shipman's Buzzer Olive or 

Shipman's Buzzer Orange which are best 'roughed up', give them a rub 

with velcro to pull out fibres and to keep them highly buoyant or 3d glass 

buzzers or your personal favourites Buzzers.                                   

Colour can make a big difference according to the 

light conditions, the Green Buzzer - is deadly but 

UV does affect feeding. 

Next, Surface Break 

Probably this is the most recognisable 

fish behaviour pattern we see.  Most 

people can’t help but notice the familiar 

rise but will definitely spot or hear the 

lovely ‘plop’ as the fish breaks the 

surface having taken the insect!  This 

‘plop’ is actually due to the fish spotting and taking upwinged duns that are 

resting or floating on the water – probably just drying their wings before 

flying off.  The trout are also probably after olives, black gnats or daddies, 

try the dry flies when you hear this key sound and look for where the trout 

is feeding. Present your dry fly upstream to drift onto the trout. 

The trout will be lying in wait, actually only about 12” down and angling 

themselves upwards ready to dart to the insect. A great opportunity for 

anglers is the point at which the trout has taken their prey as they keep 
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their mouths open for an extra second to allow the insect to wash through 

to their stomach and for the air to filter through their gills. So remember 

to pause before making the strike with your dry fly otherwise you’ll pull 

the artificial fly out of the trout’s mouth!                                                                                                                    

For us there are ’banker’ flies - flies that will always lift trout in these 

situations and that is the klinkhammer trout flies. The Klinkhammer has 

proved over many years to lift trout with their great parachute and having 

the appearance of an emerger and if you cannot identify the specific fly 

being taken to match the hatch then drift Klinkhammers downstream. 

Lastly, The Kiss! 

This has to be one of the loveliest 

sounds heard by an angler (apart from a 

screaming reel that is!)  The sound of a 

gentle kiss on the water surrounded by 

ripples is enough to make your heart 

sing!  What’s actually happening is that 

the trout has risen to the spent spinner of the female upwinged 

fly.  Having done her work, she lies on the water in her last moments of 

life. The trout knows she cannot fly away so may well take time in taking 

the spent spinner.   So watch out for the kiss! 

               
Grey Wolf                 Brown Drake          Crippled foam          Green Drake 

 

 

http://theessentialfly.us6.list-manage1.com/track/click?u=695f6fd8a86aade195c4201d1&id=180adcdf9e&e=328465d2be
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FISHTAIL…… 

 

MY BATTLE WITH GIANT LAKE BEAST….. 

A Fisherman was dragged neck-deep in to a lake after hooking a giant catfish on 

his line. Daniel Sibley, 21 wrestled with the 49kg (7st10lbs) catch for 2 hours 

before reeling it in. It is the third largest freshwater catch made with a rod 

and line in Britain. Speaking after his titanic battle he said, ‘I’m exhausted’. He 

made the catch at Bluebell Lakes, Northamptonshire.’       From ‘The Metro’, 
June 12th. 
 

HAPPY FISHING…..BOB 

 

  

 

 

Next Newsletter September 2013. 
 

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER !! 


